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?
Why are 
transitions used? 

Where are they 
used? 

Therefore

Furthermore 

Consequentl
y 

However

According 

An example 
of this 

Finally 

Lastly 

Also

Meanwhile 

Soon 

In other words 

In addition 

Furthermore 

However 

As a result 

Similarly 

Besides 

Nevertheless 

On the contrary 

In other words 

In addition 

Then again 

Such 

Likewise 

As might be 
expected 

On the other 
hand 

After all 

To plant similar trees, on the other hand, could 
result in one disease wiping out all the trees on the 
block.

Skateboarding is prohibited in certain public 
places. As a result, many skaters use designated 
skiing areas and are working hard to convince the 
city council to build more skate parks. 

transitions

Within a 
sentence

At the 
beginning 

of a 
sentence

At the 
beginning 

of 
paragraphs
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Chronolog

ical order

Spatial 

order

Order of 

importanc

e

Compare/

contrast

Cause/eff

ect

Classifica

tion 

examples Summariz

ing/concl

uding 

 Another group

 In spite of ..

 Nonetheless 

 The first type 

 Another cause 

 Another effect 

 As a result 

 Other types 

 One example 

 In conclusion 

 For instance 

 Thus 

 Likewise 

 However 

 First 

 Finally 

 More important 

 Least important 

 Behind

 In the future 

 Finally 

 Beneath

 Eventually 

 Then 

 More importantly 

 A different kind 

 Unlike 

 Thus 

 Instead 

 As a result 

 Go back to chart done last time

 Compare to book 

 See which you didn’t add 

 Practice: 

 Exercise1

 Exercise 2

transitions

pronouns

nouns

Rephrasing 

Einstein invented his concept of antigravity 
in a rush. He soon abandoned it the first 
chance he got. 

On the surface of Mars, Chiaperilli
observed canals. He believed these were 
made-made.

Gulls as they soar do not always search for 
food; sometimes they merely have fun on 
the wing. A gull flying along the shore may 
be taking advantage of wing current 
formed when the sea air strikes the warm 
land and rises. Gulls also love the lower, 
weaker air current to that for …. 
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The teacher gave the class a nod, and 
immediately the students took their seats. 

Elementary, middle and high schools 
offer synchronized courses of study that 
meet the requirements laid down by 
the Ministry of National and Higher 
Education. Other educational institutes 
serve different curricula. 

 What are the 4 different ways to connect ideas? (cohesion)

Nouns/re
petition 

pronouns

transitions

Synonyms
/rephrasi

ng 

 Which do you think can be classified as” 

Direct links?

Indirect links?

links

direct transitions

indirect

nouns

pronouns

synonyms

 Add transitions to essay


